
March - Children’s News 
 

 
 

Clara C, Elsie F, Georgia R, Isla A, Louis G, Amos O and Archie R all won gold medals in a swimming gala 
at the Springfield Centre. 

 

Charlie B has been awarded a medal from Corsham School of Gymnastics. 
 

Bella S has achieved her white belt yellow stripe in tae kwon do. 
 

Ayah BH made her Brownie Promise and collected her badge. 
 

Pippa S, Luci D-R, Eva M, Ella D, Freya R and Emellia S attended a Language Explorers workshop at 
Royal High Bath Senior School, exploring new languages and cultures.  This opportunity was offered to 
girls in Year 4 and 5 and these children had a wonderful time learning about fruits in French, animals in 
German and colours in Spanish!  We know that the school is aiming to provide more opportunities for 
primary school children to attend workshops in other areas of the curriculum too so watch this space!  

 

Freddie E-W has received a football medal from In2Sport. 
 

Albie J and James H have both received cricket trophies for their excellent cricket. 
 

Pearl T has received her Brownie Seconder badge. 
 

Alice G has received a certificate and badge for her 100 metre swimming achievement. 
 

Poppy F has received a certificate for running 20 miles with Corsham Running Club. 
 

Charlie U has received a trophy for playing great football. 
 

Luci D-R has received a World Thinking Day badge and a kickboxing excellence certificate. 
 

Tommy S has received a December reindeer run medal and certificate. 
 

Tilly E has received a football trophy for her fantastic football at Corsham Football Club. 
 

Mason P has received his kung-fu green ribbon. 
 

Amelia S has received an award from Corsham Gymnastic Academy for being Gymnast of the Month. 
 

Albie W, Jago V, Oscar P and Joshua B have each received a Player of the Match tropy from Corsham 
Football Club. 

 

Lily P has received a certificate and badge for swimming 10 metres. 
 

Izzy D and Florence A have both received a ballet certificate and badge from the Royal Academy of Dance. 
 

Ralph R has received a certificate for running 10 miles with Corsham Running Club. 
 

Alex Z has achieved her level 6 swimming award. 
 

Maisie N has achieved her pre primary award for dance. 
 

Lyla A has received a Royal Ballet exam certificate. 
 

Lily P has achieved her level 6 Fun Gym certificate. 
 

Ada S and Maya D have both received Pre-primary in dance certificates from the RAD 


